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                                      DRONE RECORDS NEWsFLASH            ҉                              FEBRUARY / MARCH  2024                        ҉     
 
Dear Droners, here's the the first update for 2024 ! 
 
LABEL NEWS:  two new albums in our CD series "SYM", OUT NOW:  
CONTRASTATE - Life without Agriculture     CD       (Drone Records  SYM:05)     
  an album as "re-imagining" some of the DADAist, futurist, and surrealist clubs of the 20th century, from Moscow 1918 over Tehran 1966 to Münster 1997; a multifaceted and 
surprising  work by the British post industrial  + ambient performance trio 
MOLJEBKA PVLSE  - Topography of Frequency and Time    CD     (Drone Records  SYM:06) 
  the Swedish ambient experimental and electro-acoustic project with the sixth release in our new CD series, applying the concept of TOPOGRAPHY to sounds and time, which 
can be interpretated 'geographically' like a landscape in a similar way.. 
 
other news: Two legendary German post industrial / experimental ambient / audio mythology - projects are back with new / unreleased material, WERKBUND and 
CRANIOCLAST, both albums are on heavy rotation here and much recommended !   
  
  .. as alway, after countless hours of listening, we can't help to name some personal recommendations:  
ANGELICA CASTELLO - Catorce Reflexiones Sobre El Fin     LP   (Gruenrekorder):  Mexican sound artist with great LP, based on an installation with 14 objects woven with  
                                          magnetic tape that interrelate to the sound and to each others... 
OTTO SIDHARTA - Kajang    LP  (Sub Rosa) : four newer works (2015-2020) by the Indonesian composer, a great organic and contemplative mixture of processed field / object  
                                           recordings, multi-layered drones, traditional instrument recordings (gongs, etc.) 
STEFAN ROIGK - De composed    BOOK +  2 x CD  (Errant Bodies Press):  144 pages art book of STEFAN ROIGKs works 2005 to 2023 => acousmatic compositions, sound  
                                installations, musical graphics and text-sound compositions, photos, texts and drawings.. 
BLANKET SWIMMING - Of Form And Formlessness   MC  (Momentarily Rec.):  collectable handmade object cover - a one man ambient project from the States with two slowly  
                                       brewing long form drone pieces (C-60), undulating in endless waves... - 
GRISHA SHAKHNES - The Heaver    MC   (More Mars) : the master of somehow "intimate" 'droning field recordings (combined with electro static low fi  hums + noises and  
                                       mysterious hissing and harmonies) with a new tape on one of our most beloved tape labels.. 
YVAN ETIENNE - Twist     LP    (Aposiopese):  compositions with SERGE MODULAR synth (developed 1972) in combination with field recordings of granular surfaces noises,  
                                                 objects and environment... overlooked release, to discover ! 
CRANIOCLAST - Arctic Salon     do-LP  (Auf Abwegen): the "lost album" from the 90's has now been finalized and published - a transcendental sound journey to the North Pole,  
                                                                   building a kind of narrative audio mythology.. 
Please send your orders & all communication to: drone@dronerecords.de, or use the order system on the website. Please always mention the PRICES with your order!  Full 
Stock List link at the bottom...         & best drones from...   BarAka[H]   
 
NR.  ARTIST / TITLE FORMAT LABEL & CAT-NR  YEAR? SHORT INFO / EDITION / LIM.?/ SPECIALS  PRICE  

1 AHTI & AHTI - Nokivesi  LP More Mars MM38 2023 

the duo of MARJA AHTI and NIKO-MATTI AHTI (AVARUS, KEMIALLISET 
YSTÄVÄT) with their second LP, a special form of radiophonic / electronic musique 
concrete: *the piece outlines a fragmented story told by two voices about a person 
living isolated on a remote island, a tragic and comic figure. The hermit kept in touch 
with the nearby residents, but he also stimulated their curiosity and imagination 
living apart from the mainstream society.* - lim. 230 copies 

€24,00 

2 AJNA - Inevitable Mortality  do-CD Zoharum - ZOHAR 303-2 2023 

re-issue of early and long deleted CD-R album (from 2016, Reverse Allignment), 
now enhanced and extented with 6 more / new tracks... the focus lies on an 
existential perspective, of things deceasing and ending and this is very present in 
these recordings, truly isolationistic, slowly drifting minimalist dark ambience.. - ed. 
of 300 copies 

€16,50 
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3 AMON DÜÜL - Disaster (Lüüd Noma)  do-LP OHR - 29079-6 2023 

recordings from the same crazy sessions that were leading to the "Psychedelic 
Undergorund" LP (1969), now re-mastered from the original tapes! - "Zusammen, im 
Kollektiv.. war alles möglich. ... spielten in Meisels Studio zeitgemäß high in the sky 
eine Session ein, die alle Regeln durchbrach und alle Hörgewohnheiten auf den 
Kopf stellte." - comes in gatefold cover 

€26,00 

4 AWARE - Requiem for a dying Animal  CD 
Glacial Movements GM 
051 2023 

AWAREs second album is a mournful, impressive soundtrack to all the animals and 
species that had to die or were eradicated through the actions and influences of 
human mankind... - *... the fundamental question is: can they suffer? If the answer is 
yes, we are one with them. So instead of imprinting an image of ourselves in the air, 
music arises when the atmosphere is handled with care. If we succeed in that, 
maybe, we can be forgiven.* - lim. 250 copies 

€16,00 

5 BAD ALCHEMY - Nr. 121 (November 2023)  mag  Bad Alchemy 2023 

LA STPO beim Artrock Festival 2023, CONSTELLATION Records, JASON KAHN, 
MARC RICHTER, KLANGGALERIE, DIE ANARCHISTISCHE 
ABENDUNTERHALTUNG, CYCLIC LAW, NO PART OF IT, DAVID MARANHA, 
UKRAINE-Szene und Kriegs-Ohnmacht, und vieles mehr aus den bad 
alchemistischen Spülfeldern, 88 Seiten  

€4,00 

6 BAD ALCHEMY - Nr. 122 (Januar 2024)  mag  Bad Alchemy 2023 

"Killing Jews is Not Fighting For Freedom" (project of publisher RIGOBERT 
DITTMANN (text) with GERALD FIEBIG (music) - also on Bandcamp, MAGMA live 
in Paris, AGUIRRE, UNIVERS ZERO, GRUENREKORDER, KARLRECORDS, 
ROOM40, ATTENUATION CIRCUIT, TBC, WEHOWSKY - MATSUNAGA, "KANT? 
KANT! Eine kleine Polemik" - und vieles mehr aus den bad alchemistischen 
Spülfeldern, 88 Seiten  

€4,00 

7 
BAKER, AIDAN / SIMON GOFF / THOR HARRIS - 
The Bit 

CD Gizeh Records GZH98 2020 

finally in stock, the outstanding studio collaboration of THOR HARRIS (SWANS), 
SIMON GOFF (violinist for JOHANN JOHANNSSON), and AIDAN BAKER (NADJA 
etc.) => instrumental, sublime, haunting ambient excursions with a neo-classic 
touch (guitar, flute, violin, drums, duduk, piano)... we love this album! - " "If you love 
structured, long-form hypnotic electro-acoustics and drumming somewhere between 
song and ritual, this is your thing" [Lost Tribe Sound] - lim. 250 copies 

€13,00 

8 BECUZZI, GIANLUCA - Black Mantra do-CD Silentes / St.An.Da 2355 2023 

after a series of compelling works "Black Mantra" is inspired by the goddess of 
KALI, the "Anit-Mother" , BECUZZI mixes Indian classical music with doom metal 
influences and post industriial - choir chants and bell sounds are confronted with 
heavy bass + guitar noises and drones, its a powerful, abyssal but still somehow 
fragile and transcendental soundworld.... really surprising and innovative 
arrangements, wow.. lim. 200 copies 

€16,00 

9 BEEQUEEN - Sugarbush  CD Raum 312 - CD RAUM02 1995 

*Überraschung! Nach zwei sehr ruhigen, eher ambient-fokussierten CD's ist nun die 
dritte Bee Queen erschienen, welche sich weitaus komplexer, konkreter tönend und 
abwechslungsreicher darstellt als die Vorgänger. Eine Weiterentwicklung zu einer 
ganz eigenen Form kreativer Soundentwicklung, sprich: Bee Queen haben ihre 
ganz eigene Dimension geschaffen und es fällt schwer, überhaupt noch Vergleiche 
mit anderen Gruppen zu praktizieren. Acoustical psychwork!* - BACK IN STOCK 
last copies!! 

€8,00 

10 
BLANKET SWIMMING - Of Form And 
Formlessness 

MC 
Momentarily Records 
MR004 

2023 

collector's item on a new cassette-only label from Germany, the artwork is 
handmade and unique and as important as the music => BLANKET SWIMMING is 
a one man ambient project from the States, with two slowly brewing long form drone 
pieces (C-60), undulating in endless waves... - the package consists of a white 
closeable "product" bag with all kinds of handmade elements and inlays, the white 
tape itself has red paint bubbles on it.. lim. 33 copies, numbered ! A must for drone- 
and cassette-heads 

€18,50 

11 BRAND, JENS - Ratchets / Motors LP Staalplaat SP- theta 2023 

first solo release by this sound artist from Berlin (also teacher of art at the 
Kunsthochschule Kassel), who creates acoustic environments sounding electronic... 
=> RATCHETS uses a curious installation of wood rattles in combination with 
motors, controlled by a computer, producing raw and intense noises.. - lim. 300 
copies  

€18,50 

12 BRYARS, GAVIN - In La  LP Alga Marghen 52NMN171 2023 
a documentation of a collaboration by GAVIN BRYARS with Italian visual artist 
MASSIMO BARTOLINI, a large-scale installation (75 meters long wall with tubes) 
that happened in Prato, Italy, in 2022: *Bartolini transformed scaffolding into pipe 

€22,50 
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organ bars, suspended from the ceiling across seven rooms of the museum. It is the 
music played by these singular organs, composed by Bryars, that makes up the two 
sides..* - ed. of 400 copies 

13 BVDUB & NETHERWORLD - Equilibrium CD 
Glacial Movements GM 
049 

2022 

their first official collaboration - inspired by the notion EQUILIBRIUM which means 
the state of complete balance inside a glacier... - "the gritty warmth of bvdub above, 
the glacial cold of Netherworld below, locked in a line that forever remains the 
perfect point at which they both exist as one.." - four long tracks, *fragile, intense, 
and transportive soundscapes of calm beauty, employing different sound sources 
from organic to electronic with the addition of grainy noise dynamics..* [IGLOO mag] 

€16,00 

14 
CASTELLO, ANGELICA - Catorce Reflexiones 
Sobre El Fin  

LP 
Gruenrekorder GRUEN 
193 

2023 

great LP by this Mexican sound artist and "dreamworld / subsconsciousness 
explorer" => based on an installation with 14 objects woven with magnetic tape that 
interrelate to the sound and to each others, there are 14 miniatures with processed 
field recordings building a circle, it reminded us on some of LUC FERRARI's works, 
a conflation of voices, daily object sounds and more mysterious impulses, creates a 
spooky atmo... - lim. 300  

€18,00 

15 CHALK, ANDREW - Dreams : Scenes I - XV CD Faraway Press FP037 2023 

very floating, dream-like electronic surroundings + occasional instrumental 
elements, with that certain nostalgic flair CHALK is known for.. CD version of the 
cassette, excellent mini-gatefold sleeve, lim. 300 - "All of this is bliss. Timeless and 
of the moment. I cannot decide a 'favourite' because it all works together so well." 
[Michael J. Bates]  

€16,00 

16 CHRYSAKIS, THANOS - Manifold Vista CD Auf Abwegen aatp89 2023 

The prolific but "still to discover" sound-artist and composer from Greece (who also 
runs the AURAL TERRAINS label) with a stunning new album, slow, contempaltive 
and spheric digital ambience with long pulses and incorporated field recordings, it 
has that certain "feeling" you can find also in material from YANN NOVAK, KASSEL 
JAEGER, ROBERT HAMPSON or even THOMAS KÖNER; lim. 150 copies digipak 

€13,00 

17 CLEMENTI, ALDO - Collage LP Alga Marghen 49NMN167 2023 

"Having already issued some incredible LP by G. Bryars, P. Niblock, Damião 
Experiença, and Hans KRUSI in 2023, A.M. returns with an absolute stunner, 
"Collage" dedicated to seminal Italian composer ALDO CLEMENTI. Comprising two 
previously unreleased works for magnetic tape - "Collage 2" (1960) and "Collage 3 " 
(1967) - both of huge historical importance, alongside a brand new rendering from 
2022 of the composer’s 'Fantasia su roBErto FABbriCiAni' " - lim. 450 copies, 
suspenseful electronic tape music !! 

€22,50 

18 CLUB OF ROME - Grosse Statik  CD Klanggalerie gg447 2023 

CLUB OF ROME is ASMUS TIETCHENS under a pseudonym, there's only one 
cassette existing that appeeared on the Italian label ADN in 1985; here's finally a re-
issue on CD => this album marks the transition from the more "catchy" SKY 
releases to his more dark and bleak atonal period... starting with a strange / ironic 
quite from a german folk artist this developos into eerie / atonal synthscapes with a 
surrealistic nature, threatening, cinematic....  

€15,00 

19 COH - Radiant Faults  CD 
DAIS Records 
DAIS222CD 

2023 

COIL collaborator IVAN PAVLOV aka COH with recordings from 2022, experiencing 
the "ElpH" phenomemon during the sessions (a notion invented by COIL for 
'celestial entities' emanating from electronic equipment in special moments.. - 
*Crafted using a rare new synthesizer, the Silhouette Eins, Pavlov’s first encounter 
with the instrument across a long, late night session resulted in a continuous set of 
textures, patterns, and subliminal melodies.. *  

€15,00 

20 COIL - The Ape of Naples (special edition)  3 x pic-LP 
Kontakt Audio / Other 
Voices / Infinite Fog  

2022 

collector's edition! 3 x pic LPs, lim. 555 copies, hotfoil embossing in GOLD, 
handnumbered, looks great! - 'This version is the third Coil record receiving the fully 
remastered and enhanced 3LP/2CD treatment supervised by Danny Hyde. Includes 
9 additional rare or unreleased tracks.* + insert and slipmat 

€76,50 

21 COIL - The New Backwards (special edition)  3 x pic-LP 
Infinite Fog Prod. IF-
108LP* 

2022 

collector's edition! 3 x pic LPs, lim. 555 copies, hotfoil embossing, handnumbered, 
looks great! -> the sister album to "Ape of Naples" from 2008, with diverse 
unreleased bonus tracks ('rough working stages and surprising remixes') from 
DANNY HYDE's archive.. *These songs are as diverse and wild as the places they 
originated from, partly infamously spawned in Sharon Tate's former home in the 
Hollywood Hills, the Nine Inch Nails home base in New Orleans and London's 
Swanyard* 

€76,50 
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22 COLLEY, JOE - Pleasure Pressure  LP New Forces NF117 2023 

rare US LP by the master of somehow deranged electronics, like a mirror of our 
society and our minds within....- *Damaged wires, crackling speakers, and the 
existential dread of droning electronics are woven together into Colley's trademark 
juxtaposition of haunting minimalism and industrial wreckage... Buzzing, hissing, 
corroded sounds are wrenched from machines that seem on the brink of imminent 
collapse and deftly resurrected into new forms* - comes with DL code 

€29,50 

23 CONTRASTATE - Life without Agriculture  CD Drone Records SYM:05 2024 

an album as "re-imagining" some of the DADAist, futurist, and surrealist clubs of the 
20th century, from Moscow 1918 over Tehran 1966 to Münster 1997; a wonderfully 
surprising and experimental work by the British post industrial and ambient 
performance trio...-"The arc that links them all is the experimentation, the exchange 
of ideas, and the platform to perform free from the “#38;social norms” of the time." 
[Stephen Meixner of Contrastate] - lim. 250 copies 

€13,00 

24 CRANIOCLAST - Arctic Salon  do-LP Auf Abwegen AATP76 2023 

the "Arctic Salon" was announced already in the 90's, at that time the next album by 
the German conceptual experimental / electronic mind & industrial mythology 
travellers, but it never appeared... - now finalized, this music symbolizes a trip to the 
Pole, through ice and snow and endless shades of white... - lim. 300 clear vinyl in 
clear PVC sleeves, looks great  

€27,50 

25 DEAD CAN DANCE - Wake do-CD  4AD - DAD 2303 CD 2003 
the definite compilation of the "best" DCD pieces since their very beginnnig, 26 
tracks, 24 page booklet with lyrics, essay, interview... incl. one rare demo version of 
"Frontier"  

€13,00 

26 
DEAD MAURIACS - Ceremonie (avec Cargo en 
Flammes)  

7" 
Haemoccult Recordings - 
HAEM 004 2022 

the French project with strange, somehow "narrative" collage / challenging exotique 
musique concrete music and noises, highly experimental ! - *Cérémonie (avec 
cargo en flammes) is music for Dada dance, ruined temple, fire, and economic 
summit, music of delicate and dystopian nightmares, music of our time ! * - lim. 120 
copies, 3 colour inlays + little booklet with story (French, English)  

€10,00 

27 DEASY, JONATHAN - Le Fletrissement MC 
Momentarily Records 
MR003 

2023 

collector's item on a new cassette-only label from Germany, the artwork is 
handmade and unique and as important as the music => JONATHAN DEASY is an 
Irish guitarist and improviser, he presents two contemplative "self-nourishing" 
drones with rich overtunes.. - "The degradation of a tape loop and the saturation of 
a driven tube created an idea of sustain, meditation and patience." - incredible 
package: translucent blue bag with a piece of a mirror on it, numbered ed. 30 copies 

€18,50 

28 DEISON / K.K.NULL - Into  CD 
Silentes Minimal Editions 
SME0931 

2009 

last copies of their first collab.,the label called it "Penetrating Hi-Tech Music", 
absolutely recommended to re-discover !! - *Splinters of sonic fragments, buzzings, 
electronic hisses, pulsations, hypnotic loops, ambient textures, sudden rays of light* 
- "Always abstract, always electronic, but almost never the same thing twice. From 
soft passages to loud ones, from clicking, rhythmic sounds to dense fields of waving 
electronics." [Fdw/Vital Weekly]  

€13,00 

29 
DIE ANARCHISTISCHE ABENDUNTERHALTUNG - 
same (# 1) 

LP Sub Rosa SRV550 2023 

re-issue of debut talbum from 1995, for the first time on vinyl, by the modern / 
perfectly arranged, very moving and powerful "Eastern Folk" band from Belgium, 
inspired by the "Magisches Theater" of HERMAN HESSE.. - *DAAU offeriert mit 
gehörigem Überhang von Postpunk-Spirit und Imaginärer Folklore eine wilde Mixtur 
von osteuropäischem Gypsy- und Klezmer-Drivfe mit Polka und Musette-Verve..* 
[Bad Alchemy] - comes on coloured / marbled vinyl  

€17,00 

30 ESSEIVA, KIKO C. - Resistance a l'Etau  LP Kukuruku Recordings 2012 

first vinyl release for this most promising Swiss "new musique concrete" artist from 
Lausanne with challenging drone-based compositions, always surprising, changing, 
turning sounds around.. 180 gr, silk-screen cover - *Combining different formal 
tendencies (from tape music to harsh noise, from drone music to environmental 
recordings) Esseiva succeeds to create a contemporary interpretation of traditional 
musique concrète, fresh and innocent... * - SPECIAL OFFER now ! 

€9,00 

31 ETIENNE, YVAN - Feu CD Aposiopese APO 10 2014 

FEU is the promising debut album of French sound artist YVAN ETIENNE, recorded 
at EMS in Stockholm, using SERGE MODULAR synths and a hurdy gurdy 
(Drehorgel) plus field recordings = an unusual combination with highly interesting 
results! *.... like having your head inserted in the centre of a lengthy electrical 
discharge, making your hair stand on end with its wild tendrils of direct current, and 
threatening to clean out your pores once and for all with its vibrant force." [Sound 
Projector] 

€12,00 
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32 ETIENNE, YVAN - Twist  LP Aposiopese APO 014 2019 

this highly interesting French composer uses the legendary SERGE MODULAR 
synth (developed 1972) in combination with field recordings of granular surfaces 
noises, objects and environment, giving room for silent passages and a focus on 
every tone / sound / drone... best for contemplative listening - two side long pieces, 
edition of 300 copies, 180 gram vinyl with die cut black paper inner sleeve. 

€18,00 

33 
FERGUSSON, ALEX - Secret Recordings 1976-
1992 

5 x LP BOX 
Vinyl-on-Demand 
VOD182 2023 

5 LP box with various projects and solo works by the founding member of 
ALTERNATIVE TV and PSYCHIC TV: industrial sessions 1977 with GENESIS P. 
ORRIDGE ("Industrial Porridge"), material from THE NOBODIES, CASH PUSSIES, 
PTV "Pagain Day II", solo material feat. CHRIS CARTER and DANIEL MILLER 
(MUTE) 1980-1982... - lim. 400 in total, 300 on black vinyl, plus T-Shirt and 32 page 
booklet 

€105,00 

34 FUENTES, MATHIEU - Ily, Almeria MC More Mars MM40 2023 

second album by this interesting newcomer from France, using REVOX B77 tape 
recorder and computer: *Like a distant and distorted memory, « Ily, Almería » 
wanders in reality and fiction, media and body, the domestic and the high-speed 
outside world, tangible and delirium, in and out-of-frame phenomena. The sonic 
outcome is a fragile assemblage, a dynamic interplay of well sculpted nervous 
collages, overwhelming tunnels, smoother sequences and delicate soundscapes* - 
lim. 100, prof tape + cover, DL code 

€9,50 

35 F:A.R. - Mechanics & Music (nastri ’81-’85) do-CD  
Luce Sia 032 / Again 
Records again 06 / Der 
Klang Records 

2017 

F:A.R. (FINAL ALTERNATIVE RELATION) was one of THE Italian industrial cult 
bands from the 80's, influenced by the Punk spirit when everything was played by 
hand, they created a very open project with changing members and an agitating 
sound... this do-CD collects material / releases from the cassette releases 1981-
1985, 33 re-mastered tracks from "Duello Sul Cervello" (1981- first cassette!), "Final 
Alternative Relation" (1983), and "Prosthesis-Lust" (1985); 8 page booklet, 300 
copies 

€18,00 

36 
GIANNICO, FRANCESCO - L'Immagine Di Me 
Lontano 

CD Silentes / 13(3) sps2367 2023 

described as atmospheric sounds from "a 43-year father in a midlife-crisis", this is 
the first album for the Italian melancho-droner who has albums out already on 
Boring Machines, Time Released Sound, and Dronarivm; to discover !...- "an album 
of sonic soundscapes that feel like a wordless, imageless movie; one full of neo-noir 
scenery and shady characters....Giannico attempts to recreate the memory of 
childhood by colliding disparate elements together...." - lim. 200 copies 

€12,00 

37 GODFLESH - Purge CD 
Avalanche Recordings 
AREC066 

2023 

GUITARS, VOICE, BASS, MACHINES, HEAVINESS - the "industrial metal" legends 
are back! - *Both minimal and maximal, with layer upon layer of filth and heaviness, 
Godflesh deliver alien grooves that swing whilst also retaining the psychedelic / bad 
trip edge that Godflesh has always obsessed over. This is, and always has been, 
feel bad music.* - 8 tracks, CD version digipak 

€15,00 

38 GREY FREQUENCY - Empyrean  7" 
Haemoccult Recordings - 
HAEM 003 2022 

DIETER MÜH has re-activated his small label with three great 7" releases, this U.K. 
project tries to reveal the hidden powers lying beneath the surfcae of our everday 
modern lives through music; from atmospheric drones and noise spheres to more 
pulsing and structured / electronic areas, two very nice pieces. - . lim. 100 copies 
with hand-stamped labels and two inserts  

€9,50 

39 HENNIX, C.C. - Solo for Tamburium  do-LP 
Blank Forms Editions BF-
061 

2023 

one of the last major pieces by CATHERINE HENNIX who died in Nov. 2023, using 
a self-built device controlling 88 recordings of Tambura... - *creating a sweeping and 
continuous flow of rich harmonic interplay... forming an exacting and cathartic 
electronic drone. Densely-layered timbral textures and continuous overtone 
collisions create a maze-like sonic landscape, thrusting the listener into what Hennix 
calls divine equilibrium or a distinctionless state of being.* - comes in heavy gatefold 
cover 

€38,50 

40 
HOLY SIMILAUN - Radicor al flort, espert on'ill il 
erb, aor Raetia 

LP Kohlhaas KHS 026 2023 

HOLY SIMILAUN is an anonymous experimental project from (probably) Italy, using 
here electronics, Japanese instruments, harp and the voice of ARCHIPEL, to 
explore the scopes between reality and illusion...- *a sonic tapestry that ebbs and 
flows between moments of serene beauty and frenzied dissonance* - as almost 
everything on this Italian label, a pleasure for explorers of the new, unexpected and 
unusual !! lim. 300 , 45 RPM LP,  

€18,00 

41 HORN, MARIA W. / MATS ERLANDSSON - LP B.A.A.D.M. - 016 2023 a commissioned soundtrack to a part of ANDY WARHOLS film "Nico/Nico crying" 
from 1966, it was presented as a live concert with the film in Brussels in Sept. 2021: €26,00 
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Celestial Shores modular synth, zither, voice, field recordings, metal percussion form a subtle and 
poetic "audio folio"... / Limited edition of 300 copies with poster (410 x 570 mm) and 
download code 

42 ILLUSION OF SAFETY - Pastoral  CD Korm Plastics - no cat. nr. 2023 

a surprising discovery from the archives, this album with five studio tracks showing 
IOS as a duo in the 90's (DAN BURKE and KURT GRIESCH)=> concrete object 
sounds merge with analogue electronics, very versatile tracks + perfect for multiple 
listening sessions... *showcasing a less aggressive stance from the project, a more 
organic subdued presentation, sounds to make a clearing, & open space..* - "40 
minutes of absolute poetic sounds.* [Bauke van der Wal]" - lim. 200  

€12,00 

43 IN THE NURSERY - Recordings 1981-1999  7 x LP BOX 
Vinyl-on-Demand 
VOD180 

2023 

rare recordings by the British twin brother duo, known for some great soundtrackish 
neo classic works, they started as a post punk / wave band... this includes their 
earliest recordings 1981-1982, live material, plus lots of instrumental versions, 
demos, and unreleased tracks: black vinyl ed, comes with 50page booklet and T-
Shirt  

€145,00 

44 JARL - Isolation Colours MC Zoharum - ZOHAR 302-4 2023 

similar as on the recent CLARICE JENSEN album, this connnects different 
COLOURS with moods and sounds, seven tracks with almost irresistible, high class 
electronic hypno wave drones.. -.' Big-time space music, not melodic, but created 
from drones, isolated tones, oscillations, and whatever connections can be made 
with analogue synthesis. Music with a shimmer of light, hope, and refined beauty. 
That's my kind of music." [FdW/Vital Weekly] - lim. cassette version only 30 copies! 

€10,00 

45 JERMAN, JEPH - Keep the Drum CD New Forces NF103 2021 

re-issue of earliest solo cassette from 1990 (Apraxia) with 14 tracks recorded in 
Denver 1987-1990: very raw + direct metal object recordings (hubcaps, metal 
sheets, junk), from percussive noises to surface drones he explores this 'alternative 
drumk-kit" in any possible way.. - *The sounds on this disc crackle, pop, and thud. 
Each tactile scrape conjures up the rusted edge of some bit of scrap-metal as the 
ambiance of the physical space hums in the background.* - US-import ! 

€14,00 

46 
JERMAN, JEPH / JOACHIM NORDWALL - 
Topology  

CD New Forces NF144 2023 

their first collab, five scrape, hum and grate pieces, low fi but sensual, connecting 
contradictions...- "Jerman's trademark field recordings are accentuated by 
Nordwall's electronics in a seamless fusion that simultaneously evokes the 
mechanical and the environmental. There are moments of subtle tension, but 
longtime fans of Jerman will note several instances of heightened intensity...* 

€14,00 

47 KMRU - Stupor  LP Other Power ACU09LP 2023 

KMRU aka JOSEPH MAKARU, originally from Nairobi, with three new longform 
tracks on a new Finnish label => "Stupor reminds us that we are intrinsically spatial 
and temporal beings who contribute to the social construction of our worlds. 
Importantly, this album is a reminder of the capability of sound to carve out space 
and its potential to open spatial and temporal dimensions. Sound is movement. 
Sound is space." black vinyl, printed inners, OBI strip 

€26,00 

48 
KRYPTOGEN RUNDFUNK - To Dream is to 
Destroy 

MC Base Station BS-I 2023 

the fourth album from the Russian project (who is also behind the legendary 
ZHELEZOBETON label & mailorder), now being located in Amsterdam (NL), K.R. 
delevoped a very own experimental style based on radio sounds, drones, crackles, 
and multi-layered vintage electronics, a challenging ride into the reality of ether 
static noises with a great nostalgic flair... - lim. cassette ed. 50 copies only, CD 
available too  

€8,50 

49 LASWELL, BILL & PETE NAMLOOK - Outland 6 x CD BOX Cold Spring CSR327BX 2023 

re-issue of the five albums released 1994 - 2007 in the OUTLAND series, plus a 
new "bass space drone" LASWELL album, all in a sturdy box! - " 'Outland' became 
a fusion of their individual musical sensibilities that resulted in a unique set of 
releases. At the heart of the series is an exploration of sound as a vehicle for 
emotion and contemplation, with Laswell's signature basslines and experimental 
soundscapes interweaving seamlessly with Namlook's ethereal textures and 
intricate sonic layering."  

€47,50 

50 
LEGENDARY PINK DOTS - Faces in the Fire (40th 
Anniversary ed.)  

LP 
Play It Again Sam 
Records - PIAS 40 

2023 

re-issue of this remarkable early 6 track 12" (from 1984), very electronic and 
powerful at times, full of twists and shouts and some unforgettable melodic 
moments and refrains..the FIRST EVER release for PLAY IT AGAIN SAM at that 
time, now the 40th anniverserary release for the label, lim. 500 

€27,00 

51 LOSCIL - Clara  do-LP Kranky KRANK231 2021 latest full LOSCIL album on Kranky, lim. vinyl version! - *a stunning meditation on 
light, shade, and decay, sourced from a single three-minute composition performed €32,50 
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by a 22-piece string orchestra in Budapest ... Despite their limited palette, the 
compositions summon a sense of the infinite, swelling and swimming through 
luminous depths. Certain tracks percolate over narcoleptic metronomes while others 
slowdive in shimmering shadowplay, sounding at times like some noir music of the 
spheres.*  

52 MANINKARI - Le Diable avec ses Chevaux do-CD  
Conspiracy Records 
CORE057 2008 

MANINKARI's mesmerizing first full length album, establishing their very own 
unique style of trance-hypnotic ethno jazz ambience, fully handplayed, stirring ... - 
*Using light tribal percussion clouds and swirling melodies songs subtly and 
dynamically build, flow and spiral. Maninkari manages to add more textures and 
tonalities with various middle eastern origined instruments like Cymbalom and 
Santoor, resulting in adventurous and exploring new soundscapes.* - BACK IN 
STOCK, special priced now! 

€9,00 

53 MANINKARI - Psychoide / Participation Mystic  CD 
Conspiracy Records 
core053 

2007 

early CD-EP with two new tracks (25 min.) + two remixes from ROBIN RIMBAUD 
(SCANNER) and JUSTIN BROADRICK (JESU); total running time 42+ min - special 
offer now!! - *Erstaunliches Debut einer Pariser Gruppe, Post-Rock unter Einsatz 
von fast schon klassischen Arrangements & Impro-Elementen, AQuarius nennen 
das "Drone-Jazz"... * [Drone Rec. info] 

€7,00 

54 MOLJEBKA PVLSE - The Distant Past Resound  MC Zoharum - ZOHAR 293-4 2023 

rare cassette version (30 copies) of this epic ambient composition (74+ min., three 
movements) with beautiful harp, piano and double bass harmony parts from guests 
ISABEL F., KRIS KULDKEPP and HARA ALONSO.. - *outlined in a very expressive 
way so as to release a whole palette of colors, moods and emotions from the sound 
matter, allowing you to lose yourself even deeper with each subsequent listening...* 
- prof. cover, printed cassette, sealed case 

€10,00 

55 
MOLJEBKA PVLSE - Topography of Frequency 
and Time 

CD Drone Records SYM:06 2024 

the Swedish ambient experimental and electro-acoustic "multidimensional 
drone"project with the sixth release in our new CD series, applying the concept of 
TOPOGRAPHY to sounds and time, which can be interpretated "geographically" 
like a landscape in a similar way.. - "an expedition through expansive sonic 
landscapes that stretch beyond our daily awareness...an open invitation to 
transcend the visual confines of physical space, encouraging a deep dive into the 
unexplored realms.." - lim. 250 copies 

€13,00 

56 
MORI, IKUE / MAJA S.K. RATKJE - Scrumptious 
Sabotage  

CD Bocian Records BC-IM 2013 

extreme improvisation music with fast changing high speed noise attacks and 
'quietly growing tension' by these two gifted performers in collaboration, recorded at 
two live performances...*The most astonishing element of this superb performance 
is the realization that even though the compositions are entirely intuitive, created 
without any previous planning, guidelines or negotations, the listener can sense a 
nearly palpable sense of deep connection and understanding between the artists* - 
digipak ed.  

€13,00 

57 MUNDAL, ARE - Compilation Vol. 1  do-CD Telesterion Records 008 2023 

this compilation collects all existing vinyl material: two LPs, one 7" and the recent 
'Kreis' 12", + a bonus track from the Norwegian dark industrial surrealist...=> this is 
the place where hallucinogenic visions, dark cosmic connotations, strange cinematic 
samples and dense dark post industrial tunes melt into a ritualistic atmosphere... the 
perfect music for our times of hazy illusions, alternate realities and self 
deceptions...- excellent artwork, too, double digipak, numbered ed. 200 copies 

€16,00 

58 MUSLIMGAUZE - Martyr Shrapnel  CD 
I Shall Sing Until My Land 
Is Free SONG 11 2023 

*2012’s ‘Martyr Shrapnel’ was released by The Muslimgauze Preservation Society 
as part of their mission to bring unreleased material from Bryn Jones’s vaults to light 
in the wake of his death at the end of the Nineties. Consisting of material recorded 
between 1996 and 1998 it’s characterised by deep, liquid bass and inventively 
arranged vocal snippets that show Muslimgauze to have been an early progenitor of 
dubstep.* [Norman Rec] - CD version lim. 300  

€13,00 

59 MUSLIMGAUZE - The Extreme Years (1990-1994) 9 x LP BOX 
Kontakt Audio - AKT20-
black 

2024 

luxurious wood box containing all MG releases by the Australian EXTREME label 
that appeared 1990-1994, for many the best MUSLIMGAUZE phase, all for the first 
time on vinyl, with bonus material, booklet, and numbered certificate, 234 copies on 
BLACK vinyl, it sold out from the label immediately !! 

€199,00 

60 N & BU.D.D.A. - untitled LP Auf Abwegen AATP94 2023 
FULL ethereal DRONE improvisation by this undergrond "supergroup", BUND DES 
DRITTEN AUGES are EMERGE and B*TONG, together with N they recorded a 
completely hazy and thick as fog session, where multi-layered low fi drones, strange 

€19,50 
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sounds and pulses float together very well.. (with post-production arrangements 
added later); lim. 300, great cover artwork  

61 NIBLOCK, PHILL - Boston / Tenor / Index LP 
Alga Marghen - PLANA-N 
54NMN173 

2023 

earliest works, never released before, feat. RHYS CHATHAM, MARTIN BOUCH, 
GREGROY REEVE (flute, voice, guitar, sax, viola) - *Alga Marghen returns with 
what might just be their most historically significant release to date, “#38;Boston 
Tenor Index”, comprising three, never before released compositions - “#38;Index”, 
from 1969; and “#38;Tenor” and “#38;Boston III”, both from 1972 - by Phill Niblock, 
that represent some the earliest works in his catalogue to have ever appeared..* 
[Soundohm]  

€22,50 

62 NOVAK, YANN - The Voice of Theseus CD Room40 RM4192 2023 

inspired by the Greek myth of THESEUS this is a work about unsteadiness and 
insecurity regarding the own perception of the world... - 9 tracks of finest, deeply 
emotional digital ambience feat. ethereal vocal material - *Superb album that stands 
out in Yann's already solid discography with strong theme's and great use of vocal 
elements. Favorite track: Traversing the Substrate.* [Kid606] - ed. of 300 copies, 
cardboard sleeve + insert 

€16,00 

63 NURSE WITH WOUND - Chromanatron  CD Rotorelief ROTOR0011 2013 

*a hallucination on the music of SAND by ANDREW LILES & STEVEN 
STAPLETON* - the 2013 NWW album that destroyed (again) all expectations, a 
collage made from SAND material with additional arrangements on guitar, french 
horn and *atmospheric grooves* feat. MATT WALDRON (IRR.APP (ext.), this is 
KRAUTROCK pushed to other / new dimensions! - CD-version in deluxe digipack 
with silver embossing, BACK IN STOCK  

€15,00 

64 
NURSE WITH WOUND - Little Dipper Minus Two 
Plus (Echo Poeme Sequences) 

LP ICR 101 2023 

rare vinyl version (300 copies on green marbled vinyl) with two newly formed pieces 
/ remixes of a concert CD-R from 2005, one of the more beautiful and sublime 
NWW albums, layered and echoed female vocalizations and slow electronic pulses 
merge, so psychedelic and dreamy... - comes with full colour insert 

€32,50 

65 
NURSE WITH WOUND - The Sylvie And Babs Hi-Fi 
Companion (expanded re-issue)  

do-CD  
United Dirter 
DPROMCD113 

2023 

re-press of the expanded re-issue of this classic NWW album from 1985 (originally 
LP on L.A.Y.L.A.H.) feat. the "MURRAY FONTANA ORCHESTRA" with DAVID 
JACKMAN, E. KA-SPEL, JOHN BALANCE, ROBERT HAIGH, WILLIAM BENNETT, 
etc. - re-mastered by DENIS BLACKHAM & with new 12 page booklet and bonus 
CD with outtakes, unreleased material and remixes from IRR.APP(ext.) and 
ANDREW LILES; 6 panel digipak matt laminated 

€20,00 

66 
NURSE WITH WOUND - Thunder Perfect Mind 
(special ed.)  

3 x pic-LP 
Infinite Fog Productions 
IF-119LPPIC 

2024 

luxus / collectors re-edition of the legendary 1992 album, for the first time on vinyl 
since its initial releas, three picture discs containing all the bonus material from the 
various CD editions, all newly re-mastered + with large poster, numbered ed. 300 
copies 

€88,00 

67 
OLIVEROS, PAULINE - Reverberations: Tape & 
Electronic Music 1961-1970 

11 x CD BOX 
Important Records 
IMPREC352 (PO80/2012) 

2022 

RE-PRESS of the big jubilee box to PAULINE OLIVEROS 80th birthday - a 
retrospective collection of her early + mainly unreleased electronic works, including 
her very first tape piece from 1959; this new version has 11 CDs instead of 12, but 
all material is included, the artwork is a bit different (Clamshell style box with single 
pocket disc sleeves), comes with 36 page booklet  

€80,00 

68 ORPHANAGE COMMITTEE - Sol in Solus  LP EE Tapes EV22 2023 

second LP for the Belgium based project, versatile and creative "handmade" 
electronic music with a light, spiritual, nature-woreshipping approach and 
expression.... - *Sol In Solus' is a concept album about nature and self-reflexion. An 
overall organic suite in ten parts comprising multi genres and instruments conceived 
and performed by this talented local electronic artist! * - lim. 200 copies 

€20,00 

69 
PALESTINE, CHARLEMAGNE & SIMONE FORTI - 
Illuminations  

LP 
Alga Marghen plana-
PF21VocSon082 

2022 

great contemplative recordings from 1971 (glass harmonics, bells, voice, piano) in 
collaboration with Italian dancer SIMONE FORTI, this is the re-mastered new ed. 
from 2022 (365 copies) - [ in 2016, the piece was performed again in Middelburg at 
Vleeshal, NL, look for the VIMEO film ] 

€22,50 

70 
PERRY, BRENDAN - Eye ot the Hunter / Live at the 
ICA 

do-LP 4AD - 4AD 0555 LPX 2023 

first vinyl re-issue of BRENDAN PERRY's (=DEAD CAN DANCE) first solo-album 
from 1999, comes with the recordings of a rare live / promo cassette from 1993; w. 
gatefold cover, vinyls in two different colours... - "Don't remember how many times I 
listen to this album, home many more times I had sung this songs myselfs to the 
darkness of room. Alone.Poetry of late night." [audacter] 

€44,50 

71 PHILLIPS, DAVE - Should A Seeker Not Find A do-CD NO PART OF IT  2023 two long pieces (both around 1 hour long) of processed field recordings, the title €16,00 
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Companion Who Is Better Or Equal, Let Him 
Resolutely Pursue A Solitary Course; There Is No 
Fellowship With The Fool / Cicada Trance 

piece was originally released digitally in 2008 - *a structured arrangement of sounds 
with reptilian, amphibian, and insectan origin... gurgles, primal roars, and screams 
from creatures of the night swirl in and out in complex, yet somewhat rhythmic 
patterns, for an almost hyperreal effect.* - the 2nd CD "Cicada Trance" is brandnew, 
an immersive piece based on piercing INSECT sounds only, it feels aurally like big 
heat !  

72 
PLAGNE, FRANCIS & ANDREW CHALK - The 
Painter's Family 

CD Mould Museum MM 03 2023 

rare cassette only release from 2018, now on a fully aesthetical designed and 
packed CD [handmade gatefold jacket], the first duo release of CHALK & PLAGNE. 
"Exquisite perfectly layered meditative sonics that conjure feelings of euphoric 
melancholy.." [Jim Clarke] 

€16,00 

73 POTTER, COLIN - We Couldn't Agree on a Total  CD ICR - ICR 100 2023 

jubilee release (# 100) on ICR, COLIN POTTER's label (and studio) that started in 
1981 with a compilation LP entitled "We Couldn't Agree on a Title" = 2 live 
recordings made a Cafe Oto in 2016 + 2018, plus one splendid studio mix directly 
from COLINs magic hands, creating spacious, cosmic, droning synth landscapes.. - 
"Two sides of the master, and while I slightly prefer the controlled constructions, it's 
a great release." [FdW/Vital Weekly]  

€14,00 

74 PUPILLO, MASSIMO - Our Forgotten Ancestors  CD 
Glacial Movements GM 
052 

2023 

the prolific founding member of ZU (known also as composer and improsiver with 
countless other artsits) with a synth-driven, melancholic ambient solo album, 
apparently influenced by or as an homage to indigene cultures living in the coldest 
regions of the globe.... - lim. 300, 8 panel gloss-spot on front and back  

€16,00 

75 RAPOON - Skulls on the Plains of Turkey CD Zoharum - ZOHAR 274-2 2022 

slow & wide tribal electro beats, oriental sounding samples, synth trumpets in 
reverb, choirs, all appearing in a state between dream and hypnosis...- "Sitting at a 
table in front of a bar by the sea in Chania, watching the crashing waves and 
enjoying the beauty of this place, I watched a ball of white light moving from behind 
the eastern headland and disappearing behind the west. She was moving at speeds 
impossible for a boat or plane..." = a state when no one else notices anymore THE 
WONDERS... lim. 400 

€13,00 

76 
RATKJE, MAJA / EUGENIUSZ RUDNIK - In 
Dialogue with..  

CD 
Bolt Records / Polish 
Radio Experimental 
Studio BR ES 16 

2014 

the radical Norwegian performer + improviser works on material from the legedary 
Polish composer and electronic / radio/ text-sound pioneer E. RUDNIK, two original 
pieces from him are also included => the material (electronics, voice) is pushed into 
a new context in marriage with MAJA's own sounds and effect processions, from 
noisy staccato attacks to more quiet micro landscapes, there's a great versatility to 
explore here...  

€13,00 

77 RLW - Tonlose Lieder CD Para Disc PACD013 2004 

22 Stücke aus der Zeit von 1990/1991, kurz bevor das erste RLW-Album "Acht" 
erschien. Brilliante (De-)Konstruktionen von instrumentellen + Alltags-Soundquellen 
(Piano, Gongs, MIDI-Keyboard, Rhythmen, Staubsauger) vermischt mit Sample-
Technik, gescratchten Platten, obskuren Feldaufnahmen. Eine unglaubliche Fülle 
von Ideen wird hier schonungslos umgesetzt - meist sehr dynamisches und vitales 
Material, zwischen Atonalität und Geräuschimprovisation, no easy listening 
guaranteered! [Drone Rec] BACK IN STOCK 

€13,00 

78 ROIGK, STEFAN - De composed BOOK + 2 x CD  Errant Bodies Press 2023 

phantastic 144 pages full colour art book presenting STEFAN ROIGKs works 2005 
to 2023 => acousmatic compositions, sound installations, musical graphics and 
sound poetry works, photos, texts and drawings.. " A piece of music for the eyes" - 
the book comes with two audio CDs, incl. 33 tracks / 141 min. of extraordinary 
sounds and audio poetry, a great survey of the almost unique creative approach of 
the Berlin based sound artist.. 

€28,00 

79 SAND - Desert Navigation (clear) LP Rotorelief ROTOR0007 2017 

unreleased album (first in a series of four unheard SAND albums on Rotorelief!) by 
the legendary Krautrock-band, composed during the period of "Golem"... - 'Desert 
Navigation is the link with the earth, in its primal sense' - re-press on CLEAR vinyl, 
300 copies, numbered ed. 

€25,00 

80 
SAND - North Atlantic Raven (lim. mix coloured 
vinyl)  

LP Rotorelief ROTOR0009 * 2014 
the unreleased 4th album by the German Kraut/Experimental legends, recorded 
1973-1976! Comes with oversized luxus cover art by BABS SANTINI, lim. 500 
coloured vinyl (orange & white), BACK IN STOCK last copies!! 

€23,00 

81 SEIDL, HANNES - Befreit die Maschinen  CD 
Gruenrekorder GRUEN 
211 

2023 
experimental earplay for German Radio (HR2) named "Liberate the Machines", a 
reflection on the promise that machines would liberate us from work (which never 
happened) and the function of music generating programmes => using noise and 

€13,00 
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glitch sounds from computers, and strangely morphed quotes from a lecture of 
German philosopher MICHAEL HIRSCH, this is a quite special and dedicated 
recording... 

82 
SERRIES, DIRK / STEFANO GENTILE - The 
Disintegration of Silence  

CD + book Silentes / 13(3) sps2368 2023 

beautiful raw guitar-ambience, transforming tones in slow changes, completely 
effected in analogue ways... this comes with a 28 page full-colour art booklet with 
collage works from STEFANO GENTILE, using the washed out fragmentations of 
female model pictures; another smaller booklet is included too.. pure timeless 
melancholia and transience, numb. ed. 250 copies  

€20,00 

83 SHAKHNES, GRISHA - The Heaver MC More Mars MM39 2023 

the master of somehow "intimate" 'droning field recordings (combined with electro 
static low fi hums + noises and mysterious hissing and harmonies) from Tel Aviv 
(also known as MITES) with 4 new pieces created in 2021, we love this stuff!!..- *He 
improvises and manipulate sounds very gently, creating foggy soundscapes of 
broken sounds, electronic hums and noises, mixed with pre-recorded material from 
urban life.* - prof. tape & cover, lim. 100  

€9,50 

84 SIDHARTA, OTTO - Kajang LP Sub Rosa SRV534 2022 

highly recommended LP with four newer works (2015-2020) by the Indonesian 
composer, a great organic and contemplative mixture of processed field and object 
recordings, multi-layered drones, traditional instrument recordings (gongs, etc.)...- 
*deeply inspired by Indonesia's multifarious styles of traditional music, that he tries 
to preserve, as in some remote places, they keep their own tradition very strongly.* 
Lim. ed. WHITE vinyl  

€17,00 

85 SLOWDIVE - Everything is Alive  MC Dead Oceans DOC232 2023 

the Shoegaze legends are back, 5th album, the inventors of orchestral, deep 
melancholic but always beautiful *drone* Pop.. - * Slowdive’s music; everything is 
alive is heavy with experience, but each note is poised, wise, and necessarily 
pitched to hope. Its unique alchemy subtly embodies both sadness and gratitude, 
groundedness and uplift..* - limited tape ed.  

€11,50 

86 TERRALIENUS - As the Red Giant passes MC 
Avalanche Organization 
AVORG 1 

2021 

first full length release for a project from Vilnius, Lithuania (also active as SKOL and 
VELEMARA) => a cosmic drone-minimalism ambience expanse of 38+ minutes, 
very meditative and richly tuned.. *dedicated to the vast cosmos, to its 
transformations, to the birth and death of a star...a journey that completely wipes out 
a sense of time.* - numbered ed. of 50 copies  

€9,00 

87 
THE FORCE DIMENSION - Early Recordings 1985-
89 

4 x LP BOX  
Vinyl-on-Demand 
VOD179 

2023 
early material by this dutch EBM / electro industrial duo, who had a well known 
album out on KK Records in 1989; 4 LPs in box with T-Shirt, certificate and 16 page 
booklet, black vinyl lim. / numbered 400 copies 

€95,00 

88 THE HUMBLE MAN - Live Boxset 5 x CDR + object 
/ woodbox 

The Humble Man 2023 

first recommended release for this South German post industrial and dark impro 
drone duo, five long one-tracker evocations using all kinds of instruments and 
electronics plus transmorphed vocals..comparable to early dark industrial 
pioneers,or very bleak NOISE-MAKER'S FIFES, AMM, etc.. - totally handmade 
edition of 20 copies, a laser engraved wood box holding 5 CDrs wth acryl painted 
covers 

€35,00 

89 
TRIGGER plus JEROME NOETINGER - Camera 
Obscura 

CD Bocian Records BC TJN 2019 

JEROME NOETINGER (Metamkine) with his REVOX Tape Recorder in collab with 
a wind instrument trio named TRIGGER (trumpet, trombone, clarinet), fully 
improvised, full spectrum sounds... - *By using advanced playing techniques such 
as circular breathing, multiphonics and a vast palette of air sounds the instruments 
are removed from their traditional context and resemble electro acoustic sound 
sources* - 6 panel digipak  

€13,00 

90 TWELVE THOUSAND DAYS - Field's End CD FinalMuzik FM26 2020 

the project of ALAN TRENCH + MARTYN BATES, their second album on the long 
active Italian label FINALMUZIK, 12 tracks of their extraordinary poetic, ethereal-
experimental songwriting style, with amazing cover versions of songs from BLACK 
SABBATH (!), ALASDAIR CLAYRE, BOB PEGG, and VASHTI BUNYAN... => "the 
seas ride up the skies/and the stars fill yr eyes/I dream the rain’s long answer/I 
dream the sun’s responses." - lim. 500 digipak 

€13,00 

91 
TWELVE THOUSAND DAYS - The Birds Sing as 
Bells 

CD FinalMuzik FM27 2021 

*It's hard to imagine a more magical collaboration than the dreamlike, ominous 
fantasy instrumentation of Alan Trench and the silken, sweetly agonizing vocals of 
Martyn Bates. The most beautiful, gently haunting moods are to be found 
throughout this album... * - Twelve Thousand Days defies categorisation; pagan, 
wyrd, experimental - the midnight chimes of "The Birds Sing As Bells" ring out in the 

€13,00 
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stilly air...  

92 
V.A. - Anthology of Electroacoustic Music from 
Finland 

CD 
Unexplained Sounds 
Group - USG084 

2023 

the great Italian "Anthology" series continues, 9 pieces / artists of electro-acoustic / 
contemporary experimental music, this time from Finland, a country with a rich 
tradition, using here lots of traditional instruments, perfect for explorers and 
researchers: AARNISEPPÄ, PEKKO KÄPPI, [OWT KRI], KOHELLUS, HULVA, etc.  

€13,00 

93 V.A. - Pole Reports from Space do-CD 
Bölt / Polish Radio 
Experimental Studio - BR 
ES17 

2014 

a collection of archival radio and film (text + music) pieces from Science Fiction 
stories, all from East European composers like K. PENDERECKI, ARTURAS 
BUMSTEINAS, EDWARD ARTEMIEV; or Polish cult (radio) composer E. RUDNIK, 
a wonderful compilation of "ancient" earplays, electronic and classical sounds and 
film extracts, based on stories and films from diverse writers and directors such as 
STANSILAW LEM, TARKOWSKY, etc..- double digipak, big booklet 

€18,00 

94 V.A. - Smm: OPIATE LP 
Ghostly International GI 
187LP  

2013 

ambient / drone / minimal compilation with exclusive material from JIM HAYNES, 
CELER, A WINGED VICTORY FOR THE SULLEN, SIMON SCOTT (SLOWDIVE), 
NOVELLER, and others... lim. ed with printed inner sleeves, DL code, BACK IN 
STOCK & still to discover ! 

€17,00 

95 
V.A. - Soundscape-Komposition. Aktuelle 
Positionen  

CD 
DEGEM - CD 22 / Edition 
Degem ed11 

2022 

stunning compilation with "Soundscape" - compositions, based on the concept of 
MURRAY R. SCHÄFER => a new piece from HILDEGARD WESTERKAMP 
remixing her own archive material, JAVIER ALEJANDRO GARAVIGLIA; SABINE 
SCHÄFER, JAN JACOB HOFMANN, etc. etc. - lots of new sounds and interesting 
approaches from rather unknown composers...  

€13,00 

96 
V.A. - Spectra Ex Machina - A Sound Anthology of 
Occult Phenomena 1920-2017 Vol.2  

LP Sub Rosa SRV462 2023 

a most bizarre and amazing collection of recordings from "occult phenomena" 
through musicians (as mediums), many of the 17 tracks come from little-known 
archives, the gosts let them play piano, sing with her spirit sons, or just doing 
incredible weird, exotic music.. - "The effect of music on the emotions is so 
mysterious as to seem magical." - "A Seance with Elvis", "Seance with Chopin", 
recordings from ROSEMARY BROWN, URI GELLER, JOE MEEK, ANTON LAVEY, 
etc.. + extensive 20 page booklet! 

€19,50 

97 WERKBUND - Skalpafloi LP 
Walter Ulbricht 
Schallfolien WULP 047 

2024 

first new album since "Neue Rungholter Tänze" (2010), the title is the Viking name 
for SCALPA FLOW and relates to the scuttling of the German High Seas Fleet at 
this bay in the Orkney Islands, Scotland => on 21. June 1919 Admiral LUDWIG 
VON REUTER gave the order to sink the 74 ships which were interned there... - this 
could be seen as a continuation of the legendary SKAGERRAK LP, lim./numb. 500  

€24,00 

98 WHETHAM, SIMON - (II)nTolerance CD Kohlhaas KHS 024 2022 

the sequel to "InTolerance" (2017), curious "concrete" field & object recordings, 
unknown mechanical devices, elements, and strange aural situations, think of 
G*PARK, TARAB, etc..! - "a selection of combined scenes and activities in various 
globel locations" - (II)n consists of 14 shorter tracks that were created during the 
pandemia, making travelling impossible... the captured material emerges as 
fragmented memories to a wide range of lost possibilities.. - lim. 200 / 7" gatefold  

€13,00 

99 
Y-TON-G - Klangspiegel einer vergessenen 
Wesenheit 

CD Raum 312 - CD RAUM 04 1996 

back in stock, Y-TON-Gs debut CD, performed only on self-built metal / scrap 
sculptures, back in stock last copies! - "Endlich die Debut-CD des Hamburgers 
Sound-Skulpteurs. Die Stücke heissen z.B. 'Geomorphologe Beweggründe' oder 
'Grenzen der Räumlichkeit' und verbreiten eine kühle, metallische, völlig fremdartige 
Atmosphäre (alle Sounds sind auf Y-Ton-g's selbstgebauten Instrumenten 
entstanden), der perfekte Rauchsound zum wegtreten." [Drone Rec.info] 

€8,00 

 
RECENT ARRIVALS:  (will be featured en detail in the next Newsflash, but you can order already now, they are in stock or in stock in a few days!) :  
ORGANUM ELECTRONICS - Quietude     CD   (Die Stadt) :  one of seven O.E. releases in a new series by DIE STADT -" ...es gibt einen langen Track (hier 40 Minuten lang), 
der den Hörer unter sich zu begraben droht .." [African Paper] -      €15,00 
ORGANUM ELECTRONICS - Darcknes    CD    (Die Stadt):    one of seven O.E. releases in a new series by DIE STADT, the sister album to "Quietude", monolithic metalllurgic 
walls of drones to wash your mind away...        €15,00 
GILLIS, ANNE - Vhoysee    CD  (Art Into Life) :  the six tracks from her first cassette-only release "Angebigue" (1983), a true collector's item, plus 4 new re-mixed / re-worked  
                                              compositions made up from the same minimal synth sources .. € 16,00 
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GILLIS, ANNE + XT - Our's Bouture(s)   CD  (Art Into Life):  unreleased one-hour piece composed by ANNE GILLIS, PAUL ABBOTT and SEYMOUR WRIGHT (aka XT) in 2021  
                                     for an Cafe Oto radio broadcast      €16,00 
GENOCIDE ORGAN - Death Zones    do-LP   (Tesco) : *The seventh year anniversary of the release of :OBITUARY OF THE AMERICAS: sees G.O. returning with a release full  
                                       of cynical survivalism in a world of havoc!*  - numbered ed. gatefold cover, 2 inserts and card!   €39,00 
INADE - Antimimon Pneumatos    CD    (Loki Foundation) :   "Transcendent Absolute" - standard CD re-issue of the rare collectors box-set album from 2011..              € 13,00 
BIOSPHERE - Inland Delta     do-LP  or  CD   (Biophon Records) :  the Norwegian ambient master has produced a new album full of well structured analogue synth tracks,  
                          performed partly on vintage analogue keyboards in improvisation mode   do-LP:  €26,50  /  CD : € 15,50 
MALONE, KALI - All Life Long  do-LP  or CD (Ideologic Org.): 2 pieces for pipe organ, choir, and brass quintet composed 2020-2023     do-LP  €32,50  /  CD version: € 16,00 
V.A. - Struppig Schweben  CD   (Licht-Ung / StRuPpiG tAnZeN) :   LES MARQUISES / TROUM / KILLER+LICHT-UNG / ANDREW LILES - compilation with all artists from the  
                                                     festival in Leverkusen  Nov. 22          €12,00 
V.A. - DAIS223 (DAIS X RETROSPECT) COMPILATION    MC + Portable Cassette Player (Dais Records) : label compilation in a "package" you haven't seen before,. delivered  
                         with a complete "Walkman" (Retrospekt CP-81 Portable Cassette Player)      €100,00 
MECANO - Waving Goodbye    CD    (Wave Records Brazil)  : rare Brazilian compilation, sold for their LAST EVER concert in Brazil late 2023, contains classics from the past,  
                    partly in new versions, as well as newer material      lim. 200     €16,00 
HORTOBAGYI, LASZLO - Transreplica Meccano (complete edition)    CD    (Margen Records):    first CD re-issue since 32 years of this milestone of ethno ambient + three  
                           unreleased bonus tracks from the same sessions           €15,00 
MORTHOUND - Death Time    LP  (Urashima):   re-issue of first cassette (Sound Source (CMI) 1991) by the Swedish project which marked the industrial beginnings of BJ  
                               NILSEN.  . lim. 199 copies      €25,00 
AUBE - Sensory Symphonies  4 x CD BOX  (Urashima)  e-issue of important vinyl works from the 90's released by German label PRAXIS DR.BEARMAN -        €45,00 
RAISON D'ETRE - Apres Nous Le Deluge    LP  (Urashima):   first ever vinyl re-issue of R.D. first cassette release, recorded 1991-1992, different from the later re-mixed  
                               CD versions    €25,00 
MEGAPTERA - Near Death    LP    (Urashima)  : re-issue of early SOUND SOURCE cassette              €25,00 
                                      
pre orders:   (price to be announced)  
DRUMM, KEVIN - OG23     LP   (Streamline)              
KA-SPEL, EDWARD - Tales from the Trenches    LP      (Lumberton Trade Company)   
COIL - Moon's Milk  (In Fouir Phases)      3 x LP  (black or clear vinyl)   or doCD     (DAIS)   March 2023    price t.b.a.  
LUSTMORD - Much Unseen is also here     do LP (black or colour vinyl)    or CD           March 2023  price t.b.a.  
EINSTÜRZENDE NEUBAUTEN - Rampen     do-LP    (lim. yellow)   or   do-CD       (Potomak)            April 2024 
 
###################################### 

FULL STOCK LIST permanent download link => download our huge A-Z list (PDF), now with short descriptions for all items:  

=>    https://download.dronerecords.de/FULLSTOCK240301.pdf 
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